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Abstract
College students, traditional or non-traditional, experience a state of development in which they are
searching to discover themselves. Chickering (1969) assumes that they are searching to discover what he
has labeled the seven developmental vectors. They are: achieving competency, managing emotions,
becoming autonomous, establishing identity, freeing of interpersonal relations, clarifying purposes and
developing integrity. The student may face difficulty in adjusting to these developments because of peer
and family pressures and because of the need to maintain a stable academic life. To ease the transition
period, they are in need of understanding and mature role models. These role models should be persons
capable of relating to undergraduates' experiences and able to identify alternative courses of thinking and
action. This is essential for initiation into adulthood as well as for career planning via the college
experience. Erik Erickson once said that every young person needs a period of moratorium, where ideas
and beliefs are read, and thoughts perceived. The majority of students attend college in order to prepare
for work. This may be a contaminating as well as a developmental experience. They should be slowed
down and helped to realize the depths of a career. Career choice and preparation is a very challenging
process. It requires programs of career information and a continuing effort, plus patience and
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
College students, traditional or non-traditional,
experience a state of development in which they are searching
to discover themselves.

Chickering (1969) assumes that

they are searching to discover what he has labeled the
seven developmental vectors.

They are:

achieving compe-

tency, managing emotions, becoming autonomous, establishing
identity, freeing of interpersonal relations, clarifying
purposes and developing integrity.

The student may face

difficulty in adjusting to these developments because of
peer and family pressures and because of the need to
maintain a stable academic life.

To ease the transition

period, they are in need of understanding and mature role
models.

These role models should be persons capable of

relating to undergraduates' experiences and able to
identify alternative courses of thinking and action.

This

is essential for initiation into adulthood as well as for
career planning via the college experience.

Erik Erickson

once said that every young person needs a period of
moratorium, where ideas and beliefs are read, and thoughts
perceived.

The majority of students attend college in

order to prepare for work.

This may be a contaminating

as well as a developmental experience.
1

They should be
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slowed down and helped to realize the depths of a career.
Career choice and preparation is a very challenging process.
It requires programs of career information and a continuing
effort, plus patience and adaptability.
It has been a useful practice to combine undergraduates• interests and abilities in planning a career.
Often the need to compromise and make adjustments will be
necessary.

Moreover, one may desire to alter the self

and/or the situation to accommodate a career.

In the

belief that most careers can be creatively satisfying,
one must have determination,

understanding and ability.

One must acquire a sense of urgency to provide the individual perspective necessary for taking charge of one's
career.

This harnesses energy and a continuous struggle

in the application process.

The career-minded person must

be Bersistent in winning control of his career.

This

.

involves researching his environment, taking action and
maintaining it.

If there are obstacles in the environment,

one must find and use facilitators of change, like career
counselors who encourage exploration of self and the world
of work.
Evidence shows that work is a cultural phenomenon.
The motives people have for performing it are cultural
functions, as norms, beliefs and practices that vary from
society to society and time periods as well.

The general

theory of human work appears to have two closely related
variables:

the first, personal characteristics such as
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abilities, skills and aptitudes at one level and habitual
patterns of cognitive and emotional reactions at another;
the second, the required components of work situations to
the extent that they comprise a special environment.

There

appears to be an imbalance in input factors that influence
work behavior.

These include:

(a)

structural features

of the work setting such as the locale, public character,
and personal character of work and time

(b)

interpersonal

features of work settings, such as relations to authorities
and to peers

(c)

various customs and traditions such as

language, demeanor, gender, status and role.

Each of these

three are aspects to consider during career planning.
It is difficult to measure the effects of technology
on the conditions and meanings attached.

In its written

history, work is silent concerning its purposes for its
productive persons in previous ~ocieties.

The majority of

writers tend to imply that there was a "golden age" where
things were better than the present.

Virtually all develop-

ing societies have established arrangements to secure a
labor force for themselves. This does not deny the fact
that various pleasures and gratifications have been instilled
into work over the course of cultural history.
A career captures the sameness in people whether it
is in education, industry, agriculture or government.

It

is assumed that different workers approach their occupation
in a similiar manner because it demands similiar accommodations.
Careers are built on the past, present and future experiences

4

of a person.

Some careers often stifle ambitions, skills

and self confidence.

Because of this, the consequences of

these careers can often be predicted.
Undergraduate students are in a good position to
explore various fields of work, because they are in the
process of building specific interests that will influence
their choice of major.

As they progress~: their interests

will become more narrow, enabling them to become an expert
in the field.

A career can be sold to students as being

exciting, for it is a continuing part of life made up of
serial, cumulative and widely differing chunks of experience.

5
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research paper is to explore
various alternatives and procedures involved in career
planning for undergraduate students and to identify
models from which to choose in planning their career.
Importance of the Problem
Undergraduate students must be led to believe that
a career is a dominant theme and concern of contemporary
American education.

During their school experience

students progress from career awareness to career orientation to career preparation.

Regardless of academic

level, the relevance of working and succeeding in employment
is emphasized.
The word work has always referred to an active
process whose outcome is by way of a change.

Because the

ter~ work denotes that it is d~ing something for a purpose,
.

it also implies a distinction from other human activities
such as love and play.

These two latter areas of human

activity appear not to demand any prerequisite motivation,
since they are biologically based needs.

In contrast to

this, work does not require that it be pleasurable and shows
no evidence that it satisfies an instinctual or biological
need.

Work is normally seen as a means of obtaining an end.
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Becoming aware that careers are a response to the
need of work is

essential.

It is the nature of our society

to work so that expenditures of goods and services are
compensated for.

Because of constantly fluctuating

employment rates, undergraduate students must be helped to
realize that the odds of beginning a career during this
rampaging economy state are very high and will vary their
career directions in response to future conditions and
opportunities.

It has been estimated that over the next

quarter century there will be roughly four times as much
knowledge in the world as there is today.

Around seventy

percent of the types of work that existed a decade ago
are nonexistent today.

Students should constantly think

with an open mind in the sense that by remaining flexible
and keeping options open they can adjust themselves to
future trends.
Students must acquire a thorough understanding of
how the world of work can benefit them in various ways.
They should be made aware that one type of work can lead
to or leads to another, that starting one job can be a
provision for many other types of work, and the different
work situations can be fitted to suit their individual
needs.

7

Assumptions of the Problem
In my research of the subject matter I will assume
that:
(1)

The majority of undergraduate students are
familiar with the network of career planning

(2)

Career planning facilities are available on
the majority of college and university
campuses

(3)

Career planning is recognized as a professional
specialty

(4)

The Career Planning Center on campus is future
oriented

(5)

Colleges and universities will have a career
collection located within the Library for
student use

(6)

Career Planning Centers in the process of
teaching facts about career planning will
also include other available on-campus resources

(7)

The role of work is career oriented

(8)

The knowledge of the world of work is essential
in completing vocational goals in career
planning

8

Limitations of the Study
My research on career planning £or undergraduate
students will be limited to four-year colleges and universities; it is limited to undergraduate students; it is limited
to traditional and non-traditional students; it will include
current literature.
Definition of Terms
Career planning:

a collection of processes designed to

prepare a person for future work opportunities in areas of
course work and/or interests.
Undergraduate:

a student who has not yet attained a degree

from an educational institution of higher learning.
Career:

a person-centered, sequentially set of major

positions held throughout

the preoccupational, occupational

and,post-occupational life.
Cooperative Education:

an organized and supervised educational

plan that integrates classroom experience with on-the-job
work experience.
Placement Center:

a future oriented center that serves to

assist graduating seniors and alumni in finding meaningful
employment that will utilize the educational and life
experiences of the individual.

CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Current literature states that career planning is
based on traditional modes of learning such as teaching,
counseling and research.

Its primary function is to assist

students in translating their interests and abilities into
an individualized career model.

Many students have shown

a dire interest in career planning and need methods to
explore recruitment and selection concepts.
Rationale for Career Planning
The research conducted was concerned with the
identification of various career planning and development
models designed for a specific clientele---the undergraduate
student.

The most appropriate _!Ilethod for identifying the

rationale for the establishment and continuance of career
planning and development models is the indubitable success
of some of those which presently exist.

The researcher of

this research paper has not in any way attempted to review
all such models but rather to review a selected few.
School of Business Administration, California State
University, Long Beach, is preconducting a personnnel
management course.

The course is designed to prepare the

students for choosing a career and for making plans to
achieve one as well.

Students are exposed to resume

writing and a career schjdule which consists of the
9
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following items:

(a) the student's basic needs, possible

careers that will meet these needs, long and short range
career plans and the student's strengths with respect to
a career.

The results state that this project is a useful

and valuable addition to a personnel course, The project
is producing increased awareness of the need to plan one's
career.

It meets some of the students' career planning

needs while giving a different perspective to recruitment
selection concepts and practices, (Quinn, 1976).
The University of Connecticut combined its Placement office and Counseling and Testing Center in an effort
to provide alternate ways of career planning methods,
particularly for seniors.

It was first entitled "Senior

Job Search" and because of its success was later renamed
''Sessions on Placement, Assessment, Resources, and
Counseling (SPARC)".

This chang~ allowed for more flexi-

bility for students to participate in as many or few
sessions as desired.
follows:

The content of the sessions are as

Self-assessment and occupational choice (SAOC);

Job hunting seminars conducted by placement office staff
which includes placement office services, graduate study,
resume writing, interviewing techniques, job hunting
resources and strategies, (Palmer, 1978).
Kroll and Pfister (1977) identified a relatively
new model of career planning entitled, "Career Skills
Assessment Program''.

It is a combined product of a

Career Education Consortium composed of state education
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agencies of Georgia, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey,
Ohio and the College Board.

Introduced in 1975, its aim

was to develop new tools that would give aid to individuals
in assessing their strengths and weaknesses in specific
career development areas.

Also, it is to provide insti-

tutions with performance ratings of groups in these areas.
Six areas were identified as essential:

self-evaluation

and development skills, career awareness skills, career
decision-making skills, employment seeking skills, work
effectiveness skills, and personal economics skills.
In a study conducted at Bowling Green State
University on entering freshman of career planning needs,
the following was identified as a successful program.
A comprehensive career education program calls for coordination among all existing career planning services.

The

needs assessment becomes a stimulus for examining present
services and adding additional services for a total program
to include:

workshops, seminars and individual counseling

available through the counseling and career development
center; an elective credit course entitled, "You and the
World of Work''; career education library; college and
departmental advisors; freshman seminars with a four-hour
miniworkshop experience in career planning, (Walters and
Saddlemire, 1979).
The University of Rhode Island has proposed the
idea that if career development is introduced to students
early in their education, when they are seniors they will
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be better prepared for job hunting.

The career planning

and placement program staff began working with residence
hall directors at URI, to help students with career
planning.

They trained hall directors to teach career

development skills in the residence halls.

The prime

objective was to provide effective intelligent decisionmaking and placement strategies for a large residential
community.
are:

Advantages of this outreach program cited

students often feel more comfortable with their

peers--receiving their support, advice and criticism;
workshops conducted in the residence hall and presented
early in the evening are usually more convenient for
resident students; residence hall directors can identify
those students who would benefit from attending a session.
Residence halls are becoming a powerful living/learning
center at URI.

The outreach prggram consists of a mini

course and workshops· dealing with career and life planning,
resume/cover letter preparation and function, interviewing
techniques, and senior orientation job search strategies,
(Kligerman and Gilmore, 1978).
Student developmental personnel at Henderson State
University in Arkansas, designed a specialized career
development model designed to meet the needs of the
students.

The model is titled "Career Development Center"

and is directed by a professionally trained career development specialist.

The model is pyramidal shaped and comprises

nine sequential levels; they are:

Level One, Orientation
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and Awareness; Level Two, Assessment of Self; Level Three,
Occupational and Career Exploration; Level Four, Setting
of Career Objectives; Level Five, Work Experiences; Level
Six, Career Contacts: Level Seven, Preparation for World
of Work; Level Eight, Placement; Level Nine, Alumni.
Career development must be seen as more than mere information
giving; it must incorporate all facets of the institution's
endeavors from the classroom to the actual decision-making
processes of the individual, (Luther and Smith, 1974).
An adult-level computer system titled "DISCOVER",
integrated current career development theory with unique
delivery capabilities of the computer.
to its users:

The system offers

Self-information, including techniques for

the identification and clarification of values, interests,
transferable skills, and competencies; Exploration of
occupations in a systematic way! Teaching and low-risk
practice of career decision making; Relationship of selfinformation to occupational alternatives; Informational
assistance with the implementation of a career choice.
DISCOVER provides assistance in these areas by the use of
twelve fifty-minute modules of interactive content,
(Rayman, 1981).
Healy (1973), described a group method of career
planning procedures based on D. E. Super's developmental
stages.

It uses principles of learning and social

psychology in order to achieve the sub-objectives derived
from Super's theory.

There are five separate sessions
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with individual components.

The counselor explains the

procedure and guides the group through each component,
evaluating each student's understanding continually to
regulate the pace of the counseling.
Ard and Hyden (1978) analyzed a career planning
questionnaire taken during fall registration at a large
southeastern university.

The respondents were 691 males

and 655 females consisting of freshmen, sophomores, juniors
and seniors.

The questionnaire contained two sets of

stimulus items:

23 career planning objectives and 18

career planning activities offered on the campus.

The

23 objectives were factor analyzed to identify the main
factors underlying the importance of students' career
planning objectives.

The results yielded that the most

important objectives were:

job seeking skills, career

knowledge, self-insight, non-traditional interest, and
helpful hints.
Programs in career planning have in the past
been seemingly difficult to begin.

The need for programs

in career planning has not been exposed to the general
public a great deal, which characterizes the reason for
the low profile.

This accounts for the urgent thrust of

concern given by organizations, the press, and many politicians.

A method for greater involvement and improvement

in career planning would include provisions such as life
span career planning that involves education and training
programs.

1$

Program Processes of Career Planning
Career planning and job search program planners
must be mindful of current needs of the people for whom
they plan programs, ~nd

must continually evaluate and

access how well current program efforts are meeting these
needs.

It is only when this dual needs assessment and

evaluation approach is set in motion within the individual
university or college that career planning and job search
programs will begin to approach their goals in meaningful
ways, (Koehn, 1978).
The role of career education in career planning was
stated by Kuhlma·n-Harrison and Neely (1978):

Career

education expounds the philosophy that in our industrial
occupation society, education and work must function together to meet students' employability needs.

More is

req~ired than simple cooperation with the formal educational
structure, leaving it the primary responsibility.

Rather,

business and labor must become an integral part of the
program, (Hoyt, Evans, Mackin and Mangum, 1972).
Gribbons and Lohnes (1968) identified eight dimensions
entitled "Readiness for Vocational Planning" that are
recommended for consideration when preparing for career
planning.
(2)

They are:

(1)

Factors in curriculum choice;

Factors in occupational choice;

strengths and weaknesses;

(4)

(5)

Evidence of self rating;

(8)

Independence of choice.

(3)

Verbalized

Accuracy of self-appraisal;
(6)

Interests;

(7)

Values;
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In addition to possibilities of facilitating career
development through courses designed expressly for such
purposes, computer-mediated activities, simulations,
gaming, and other relatively new processes there are and
will remain specific instructional courses which offer the
promise of influencing career development regardless of
what else exists to serve such a need, (Herr, 1974).
The computer based system entitled Educational and
Career Exploration System (ECES) was developed by Minor and
Associates (1972).

The system contains a set of decision

logic rules to aid the students in sequencing their activities which allows the student to be in control of all
actions.

Communication between the student and the system

is in conversational format.

The student's preparedness for

use of the model is determined by his career counselor.
Functions of the system are:

(1)

Vocational Orientation

which includes the exploring of tentative career preferences,
and clarifications;

(2)

Educational Orientation to areas

of study that are of interest;

(3)

Post-High School

Educational Search is conducted to satisfy curriculum
objectives and to fulfill personal preferences.
A monograph developed by Super and Associates (1957)
identified five dimensions in the psychological development
of the process of decision making:
vocational choice;

(2)

preferred occupations;
preferences;

( 4)

(1)

Orientation to

Information and planning about
(3)

Consistency of vocational

Crys tall i za tion of traits;

( S)

Wisdom
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of vocational preferences.
Individual Processes of Career Planning
Research has shown

career planning and development

does not always stem from educational institutions.

Paths

that lead to career development can begin at a multitude of
reference points, and lead infinitely throughout a lifetime.
Undergraduate students must learn to identify individual
processes necessary in planning their career.

They must

understand that without knowledge and acceptance of these
processes into their plans, the ability to successfully
utilize models of career planning is worthless.
Holland (1973) in assuming that most people will
desire, or in fact do have personalities that are in alignment with their type of occupation, developed the concept
of vocational personality types.

Holland has proposed four

assumptions from whi~h these personality types derive:
(1)

In our culture, most persons can be categorized as one

of six types--realistic, investigative, artistic, social,
enterprising, and conventional; (2)

There are six kinds of

environments--realistic, investigative, artistic, social,
enterprising and conventional; (3)

People search for

environments that will let them exercise their skills and
abilities, express their attitudes and values, and take on
agreeable problems and roles; (4)

A person's behavior is

determined by an interaction between his personality and
the characteristics of his environment.
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Literature states that Ginzberg and his associates
were the first to succeed in the directing of attention of
psychology and vocational guidance to the possible contributions of a developmental approach, and thus, made people
more receptive to later work of this type.

Ginzberg and

Associates (1951) developed a series of periods within the
chronological age periods of six and twenty-five.

They

contended that occupational decision-making can be analyzed
in three periods:

fantasy, tentative

(interest, capacity,

and value stages), and realistic (exploration, crystallization, and specification stages).
D. E. Super (1963), a senior advocate in vocational
development theory, has structured his research toward how
people choose, enter, and progress in their occupations.
He has demonstrated the networks of how people go about
these steps involved in career planning through a series of
growth stages.

Thes~ stages are sequentially developed so

that the development of one leads to the next.

They are

stated in the order of stage and corresponding chronological age.

The stages are:

ation, 15-24;
ance, 45-65;

(3)
(5)

(1)

Growth, 0-14;

Establishment, 25-44;

(2)

(4)

Explor-

Mainten-

Decline, 65 plus.

Undergraduate students must realize that the need
for freedom is an innate response,

and that in choosing a

career, having the freedom to choose the one best suited
for the individual is an asset in itself.

The choice is

good if it meets their personal needs and goals.

Under-

v
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graduates must gain self-awareness for it can be a means
of stopping and taking notice of where you are and who
you are.

Self-awareness allows the individual to observe

and experience his feelings and use them as clues to
identify where he wants to go next.
spontaniety and resistance.

Awareness allows for

It helps to enhance the desire

to reach out for something different.

By identifying and

overcoming obstacles and keeping open to new ideas, the
autonomous self can be seen.

Undergraduate students have

to consciously integrate their many roles to maintain a
clear and whole self, with specific demands of its own.
Weiler (1977) states:
the conditions:
respond?

Autonomy begins with questionning

Whose conditions are they?

Do I have t6 respond?

Do I want to

How can I find a practical

way to quit responding when I don't like the conditions?
Smith (1959) suggests the mental formation of what
he has labeled the Ladder of Successful Career Planning.
The steps in forming the ladder are:

knowledge of aptitudes,

interests, and abilities; acquiring the capacity to utilize
performance and opportunities; ability to adjust oneself to
on-the-job relationships, and identification of personality
traits as individually acceptable or nonacceptable.
Psychological Testing Processes of Career Planning
Psychological tests can be an essential aid for
students in planning a career.

They assist in identifying

and processing information about the self.

These inventories
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may help to increase motiviation for further exploration,
and also help to organize information attained prior to
testing.

It has often been useful for the student seeking

help to aid the career counselor in choosing an inventory.
It is the responsibility of the counselor to insure the
student's knowledge of the intended purpose of the instrument(s) being considered.

In career counseling tests may

be grouped comfortably in five areas by the functions for
which they were designed.
Examples of the five areas of testing are given here
now.

First, achievement tests:

College Entrance Examination

Board tests and the Stanford Test of Academic Skills, are
designed to measure the amount of information an individual
has acquired and retained after a period of instruction in
the area.

They provide an objective view of progress.

Second, aptitude tests such as the Scholastic
Aptitude Tests and American College Tests are designed to
measure an individual's capacity to acquire specific knowledge of a given subject matter.

They measure on the basis

of the past experiences and innate knowledge.
Third, vocational interest inventories serve to
identify an individual's areas of interest with a specific
occupation.
faction.

This method of testing enhances work satis-

Examples of vocational interest inventories are the

Kuder Occupational Interest Survey and the Strong Campbell
Interest Inventory.

This type of inventory may lead to
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further exploration of career information.
Fourth, intelligence tests measure the mental
ability of an individual.

The widely used test of mental

ability is Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.

Tests of

this type generally involve degrees of complexity, difficulty, quality and rate of mental activity.
Finally, personality tests provide information
relevant to an individual and his career aspirations.
They involve characteristics concerning self-assessment
activities and the aspect of career planning.

Some

examples of personality tests are the Edwards Personal
Preference Schedule and the Career Maturity Inventory.
The majority of all contact with people, things, and
ideas have the potential to influence career development.
The increase in mobility, technological advancements,
affirmative action programs, an_d a rapidly maturing work
force, has produced-the need for a systematic career planning
process.

As a result of this, an alternation of the tra-

ditional stereotype worker who chooses a particular vocation
and pursues it until retirement is a necessity.

CHAPTER THREE
SUMMARY ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Vocational decision-making can be defined as any
behavior that consistently and significantly relates to
an anticipated participation in an occupation.

The final

choice is rarely spontaneous or without prior consideration.
Many people approach life's decisions as if they
were problems in logic.

They see the decision-making

process as one of looking at the pros and cons involved.
What is ignored in such a strictly logical approach is how
much feelings, desires, experiences, and fears enter into
the solving of problems and the making of decisions,
Shertzer (1981).
Vocational decision-making patterns and the context
therein are constituents of vocational development.

The

process of deciding can be divided into two periods, a
period of anticipation and a period of implementation.
The anticipation period may be analyzed into subaspects or
stages designated
and clarification.

as exploration, crystallization, choice
The period of implementation and adjust-

ment occurs when anticipated concerns become reality.
Implementation is initiated when a stage of induction begins
and continuously moves to deduction, reformation
integration.

and

The ideal vocational choice is identified as

one that would provide the greatest congruence among relevant characteristics, states or properties of both the
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individual and the job.

This would involve the decision

to enter a position at a point in time that would satisfy
certain hypothetical criteria, specifically those requiring
that individual capacities and needs fully match the
requirements and rewards of the position, (Dudley and
Tiedeman, 1977).
The way a person has reacted in the past, constructing his vision of the world

determines his future and his

choice of occupation as a part of his future.

Vocational

choice can thus be expressed as self-concepts formulated
and reformulated throughout the life stages.

A person's

self-concept can be expressed in two languages, psychological
and occupational.

Self-concepts being expressible in

psychological terms are in the first area.

They consist

of all statements in psychological terms that the subject
is ~illing to make about himse1£ or others.

A person's

understanding of himself cannot develop without comparison
and contrast with others.

Occupational terms of self-

concept are statements a person is willing to make of
himself and others, the predicates of time being the names
of occupations or equivalents that constitute his occupational
self-concept.

Psychological talk is normally only verbal

statements, whereas occupational talk can also be non-verbal;
i.e., applying to law school is equivalent to saying I am
going to be a lawyer, (Super, 1963).
Herr (1970) noted possible criteria for decisionmaking as:

(a) choosing an alternative whose outcome has

v
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the highest probability and desirability; (b) it is consistent internally; (c) have the desirability to assume personal
responsibility for decision; (d) a sense of a general
direction to pursue is acknowledged; (e) all limitations are
considered.
To finalize making a decision, Overs (1964) suggests
asking oneself:
determined?

(1) to what extent is the choice pre-

(2) how does an individual make a choice?

(3) within what limitations of the social environment is his
choice made?
The decision-making process should not be concluded
without alternatives.

Students should think objectively

about a career choice and decide intelligently.

They can

choose a career best for them by applying self-understanding
and having adequate knowledge of facts, therefore gaining
a measure of control over their.... lives.

Undergraduate

students must decide who they are, in order to acknowledge
strong points and abilities.

If they feel apprehension

about what they want to do for a career, many campuses are
equipped with career counseling services.

This service is

designed for students who are interested in addressing their
present aspirations about a future career.
Resources on Campus
Resources available on many college and university
campuses such as Cooperative Education and the Placement
Center are designed to help prepare students in entering
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their future choice of a career.

Cooperative Education

serves to clarify the decisions of what a student wants to
do in his career.

This is done by providing internships

and/or placements with various employers.

The Placement

Center is designed to assist seniors and alumni in locating
prospective employers for future employment.

Cooperative

Education and the Placement Center are both centered
around employers, the university and students.
Placement Center
A university placement center is designed to specify
suitable employment and to identify prospective students to
employers.

The Placement Center offers services such as

(a) full and part- time volunteer opportunities;
and part-time local job listings;
interviews;

(b) ful 1

(c) on-campus recruiter

(d) an occupational library;

in ~redential writi~g and job search;

(e) assistance

(f) career counseling;

(g) career planning/employment readiness courses.

After

students have specified an occupational choice major, the
placement counselor can then assist in using sources to
identify how one applies for particular jobs.
Placement counselors must be future oriented in
finding new methods and techniques

for helping students.

The primary aim of placement centers is to assist their
students in identifying career options that will consistently utilize the individual's interests, talents and
educational training.
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The placement function is an important part of the
total education process.
Placement Services to Students
The theme of placement services to students is to
share career information.

They offer resume services, an

active file including recommendations, transcripts, and
interviewing evaluations.

Career counseling provides

essential realistic career goals.

Self-assessment is

determining answers to identity questions such as Who am
I?

Where am I going?

Why am I here?

Career exploration

is a necessity in breaking the monotony of traditional
jobs.

Placement counseling is designed to aid in limiting

options open to students.

Group counseling has been effec-

tive for students, lending feedback to each other.

Academic

Counseling has been a well-used strategy to design an
academic program to_ meet the career goals of the students.
Courses in career planning are becoming more available now
than ever before.
career planning.

Placement seminars cover all aspects of
Vocational testing is generally used to

identify interests and abilities.

A career library is

often provided within a placement center to facilitate
learning in the area.

Students need the exposure employers

can offer to the academic community.
Placement Services to Employers
Free job listings such as bulletins, notices and
memos.

It enhances job development and referrals.

Employers
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are able to screen resumes (by permission of student)
of probable students.

Contact information is given to

graduating students and alumni stemming from campus recruitment, alumni, faculty and company brochures.

Familiarizing

faculty members about company career possibilities can lead
to first-hand recommendations to outstanding students.
Employers need the recruitment services that colleges and
universities have to offer.
Placement centers play a very important role on
college and university campuses.

Powell and Kirts (1980)

stated that placement is an integral partof the career
planning process because it continues to add new, real
world information components of the career planning equation.
The placement process is time and decision oriented.
Some advantages of on-campus recruitment provided
by ,the placement of £ice are:

q-uali ty level candidates;

employers going to campus to interview and select only those
candidates with high quality and potential.

Productivity

is achieved when employers interview quality personnel
every half hour compared to a long list of applicants on
and off during the course of the day.

These applicants

are generally not screened and often unprepared.

On the

other hand, a reliable supply of applicants that are often
more than qualified can be pre-arranged for prospective
employers.

A pre-selection of students can be provided

by the placement office.

Institutions have to maintain a

high standard of graduates to reflect the quality of the

J
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institution.

On-campus recruitment is free to employers

and students.

One of the services of placement offices

is to assist employers in finding qualified employees.
Guidelines for the Employer, Student, and College/University
There are guidelines that employers, students, and
colleges/universities have to establish and follow to
facilitate an efficient interaction between the groups
involved.
Guidelines for employers are:

direct representation

by its own personnel; ethical job information; ethical salary
principles:

special inducements are not permissible.

At

the time of offering of employment to a student, employers
must clearly state the conditions of the position.

A fair

amount of time should be allowed the student to make a final
decision.

All committments must be honored.

Soliciting

salary information from students of other employers is
not permissible.
Guidelines for the student are:

honesty in the

information provided, whether oral or written; employer
deadlines for offers should be followed:

intentions to

honor committments by employers must be held in good faith.
Guidelines for colleges and universities to follow
are:

allowing the student freedom of choice in selecting

a career; information pertaining to the student should be
made available to employers if it has the intention of
being used for hiring purposes; offers made by other
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employers must be kept confidential; an employed graduate
must request to have an active status; each employer must
be treated equally and consistently; limited information
should be shared among faculty, employers, and administrators.
World War II gave meaning and identification to
placement centers.

Prior to that time faculty persons and

administrators took the sole initiative to assure employers
of the quality of their university graduates.

Employers

then found a stable base mounted on trust and understanding
that could be used in hiring practices.
The growth of the placement center can best be
attributed to the free enterprise society.

The liberal

interchange of ideas in private enterprise, education and
government comprise the basis of placement centers.
Cooperative Education
Cooperative-education, another o.n-campus resource,
combines classroom theory with off-campus learning experiences producing values implicit to the student, the employer,
the college, the community and the nation.
Cooperative Education is a carefully organized and
supervised educational plan which integrates classroom
experience in industrial, business, government, or service
type work situations.

The joining together of employers,

students, and the university to share knowledge and resources
is the central idea of the Co-op Ed program.

Students are

required to participate in seminars where the overall topic
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is job readiness skills and employability readiness.
Students will develop short and long range goals and
objectives in order to determine current labor demands
and discover real opportunities in a particular field.
They will be exposed to creative resume writing, interviewing techniques and other activities designed to develop
skills essential to survival in the world of work.
Cooperative Education is a program of "experiential
learning" in which the participating student enriches his
education by alternating periods of study with periods of
meaningful work.
The term Co-op Ed suggests a dependency upon the
cooperation of outside agencies and education centers in
combining their resources to produce a more effective total
educational experience for the student.

It is based on the

principles that all learning is not found in the classroom,
and that a vast world of experience has much to offer
students, Mason (1980).

Practical experience offered at

a time when the individual is at a peak of his capacity adds
relevance to education and strongly fortifies the individual
in the total learning process.· Emphasis is placed on preparing selected college students for professional, managerial,
supervisory and service positions.

Benefits are accrued

by the student, the cooperating organization and the institution because many advantages are realized through Co-op
Ed.
Co-op Education is supervised employment in an
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occupational field which enhances learning and vocational
adaptations.

It enables the student to become better

acquainted with both theory and practice as he makes the
transition from campus to real life in the world of work.
The Mission of Cooperative Education
The mission of Co-op Ed is:

(1) to introduce an

innovative concept in education to a number of curriculum
areas such as the liberal arts and some technical fields;
(2) to provide for its constituents opportunities for career
exploration and logical options in decision; (3) to enrich
the educational experiences of all students and provide for
optimum learning through academic, social and personal
development; (4) to provide a vehicle through which all
segments of the community can become actively involved in
the educational process and interact in a formal manner
via the way of lectµres, seminars, exchange programs,
faculty employment, program funding, equipment usage and/
or gifts; (5) to provide information to the internal and
external publics, thereby educating them on matters relative
to concepts and trends in education and employment; (6) to
apprise paren~s and students of current information pertaining to labor market needs; (7) to counsel individual students
on matters of concern to them so they may adjust and experience self-actualization to the fullest, (Mason 1980).
Advantages to the Student, the Employer and the College/
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University
Cooperative Education has important values to the
student, the alternating pattern of classroom study and
on-the-job training may give him better meaning to college
studies, along with greater development of confidence,
maturity, responsibility, and human relations.

He is

exposed to non-academic specialized facilities for greater
insurance of career satisfaction.

The student has the

opportunity to earn money and gain meaningful professional
on-the-job experience all at the same time.
The employer is allowed the opportunity to help
generate communication and mutual understanding between the
college and community.

The Co-op Ed student provides the

bridge for professional personnel to do more creative work
as well as increase motivation toward continuous learning to
aid the student as much as possible on his on-the-job
training experienc&.
The modification of programs in the college can be
a valuable asset to the community.

Co-op Ed provides the

intellectual stimulation needed within the community for
social and community responsibility.

It assists members of

the community who may not be financially able to attend
college.

And most importantly of all, Co-op Ed provides

the community employers with well-educated and well-trained
personnel to meet their needs.

The university/college

efficiently makes use of all its resources with a portion of
the student body off campus during work term.

The relation-
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ship with business, industry and the professions through
this experience.

The most rewarding of the program perhaps

is that Co-op Ed has a hand in the placement of students
upon graduation from the institution.

The program has

been an excellent source of permanent and temporary manpower of bright educated young people.

It has been a good

recruiting tool for minorities and students not in the
program, a good development tool for minorities and good
screening method for company employers, Phillips (1977).
Cooperative Education was founded in the United
States by Professor Herman Schneider at the University of
Cincinnati in 1906.

Professor Schneider realized that

many facets of education could not be taught in the classroom
but could be learned only through direct experience on the
job.

Professor Scheider envisioned an

educational plan

which would allow a student to ~ngage in meaningful work
experiences as he pursued his college education.

It is the

concept of Professor Schneider's plan which finds its
fruitation in today's Cooperative Education Programs around
the world.
Summary and Recommendations
Career planning is a very broad range of activities
that requires a lifetime of learning through experiences
interests and aspirations.
education process.

It is an essential part of the

Undergraduate students, in making the

transition from home to college are in a state of development
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where they should be making vital decisions about their
present life and future life as well.
The majority of universities and colleges presently
have or are developing career planning programs for their
students.

This is an intuitive approach to a necessary

aspect of student development.

Students should be made

aware of the on-campus facilities to gain access and
experiences while still in school as well as for future
employment.
Career planning is an important part of the American
education system and should be presented that way.

If

undergraduate students today are to be our leaders of
tomorrow, the

incorporation of career planning in the

beginning years of formal education should be emphasized
and implemented.
This research is intended to stimulate and encourage
greater usage of on campus career planning and development
programs among undergraduate students.
Colleges and universities have the responsibility
to provide effective career planning programs that will
maximize future employment stability and versatility for
their students.
Career planning programs should be carefully and
thoroughly evaluated to determine their effectiveness in
preparing students for future employment.

Based on that

evaluation, continuous research and development is
recommended so that students will be exposed to new trends.
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